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Inspection Area: 

Estimated Manhours: 1 Hour

Inspection Instructions: 
1. Remove the tailcone fairing from the aircraft to gain access to the aft spar attach fittings. 
2. On the aft side of the horizontal spar perform the following: 

Ensure the inspection area is properly lighted, noise levels are maintained at a minimal level, and proper 
tools are used to assist in the inspection process. 

2.1. Perform a preliminary visual inspection of the general area for cleanliness, presence 
of foreign objects, deformed or missing fasteners, security of fasteners, security of the 
attach brackets, corrosion, or damage. 

2.2. Inspect the fasteners for general security by attempting to rotate each fastener by 
hand.

2.3. Inspect along the outside edges of the attach fittings for evidence of aluminum dust or 
shavings as shown in the image below. 

Examples of damage found 
on an aircraft. 
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2.4. Inspect around each fastener head for evidence of aluminum dust or shavings. 

2.5. Using a feeler gauge, inspect for a gap between the Hi-Lok heads and the attach 
fittings.  
2.5.1. A .002" feeler gauge should be placed about the entire circumference of the 

fastener head.  The gauge may not go under the head of the fastener about the 
entire circumference. Local gaps up to .004 are acceptable.  If the gap under 
the head is greater than or equal to.002" about the entire circumference or 
local areas have a gap greater than .004", contact Quest Aircraft Company 
prior to further flight. 

2.5.2. If the attach fittings are painted and you are unable to measure the gap under 
the head of the fastener, inspect for cracked or chipped paint in the local area. 
If either is found, contact Quest Aircraft Company for instructions.  

2.5.3. In the image shown below, the aft attach fitting has been removed from the 
aircraft.  Note that the fastener is fully seated in the hole, yet a gap exists 
between the head of the fastener and aft attach fitting. This condition should 
be inspected for and problems reported to Quest Aircraft Company prior to 
further flight. 

Gap between the fastener 
and attach fitting. 

Aluminum Dust 
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3. Inspect the forward (inside) side of the spar web for evidence of aluminum dust or shavings. See 
the photo below. 

If any problems are found or clarification is needed, please contact Quest Aircraft for assistance and 
further instruction 

---END---

Aluminum Dust 


